
EXHIBIT A 

DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTOR DELIVERY SCHEDULE 
 

DELIVERY MATERIALS 
 
I: OVERVIEW: 
 

A. DELIVERY MATERIALS: The film and sound elements shall be of the highest 
quality, free from defects and shall conform to the final edited version of the Picture 
approved by Distributor and shall be in the same ratio of camera picture images in 
which the Picture was photographed.  

 
Please contact the Distributor’s Director of Post Production, _______________, 
__________________________, ______________), to make arrangements for 
delivery of all of the items listed in Section II below (the “Physical Materials”) and 
Distributor’s Director of Legal Post Production, _______, Legal Affairs 
Department, _________________________________, (____________________), 
to make arrangements for delivery of all items listed in Section III below (the 
“Legal Materials”, and together with the Physical Materials, the “Delivery 
Materials”). Items marked with an asterisk are part of Basic Delivery (as defined in 
the Agreement). 

 
B. ACCESS: Distributor shall be given written notice of the location of each item 

or group of items listed below, and all other items related to the Picture, and 
provided a fully executed laboratory access letter in the form of Schedule 1 
attached hereto (“Lab Access Letter”). The word “access” as used herein shall 
mean the ability to use the applicable Delivery Materials for all purposes 
permitted under this Agreement. 

 
C. ACCEPTANCE: Acceptance by Distributor of less than all of the following 

Delivery Materials and/or release of the Picture by Distributor prior to delivery of 
all of the following Delivery Materials shall not be deemed to relieve Licensor of 
its obligations to Distributor pursuant to the warranties and indemnification 
provisions of the Agreement to which this Exhibit is attached. No waiver of 
delivery of any such Delivery Materials shall be binding unless in writing signed 
by Distributor, including by written acceptance of the Delivery Materials by 
Distributor. 

 
II: PHYSICAL MATERIALS: Distributor shall have an inspection period of sixty 

(60) days to commence upon complete physical delivery of all elements listed 
below to Distributor and/or a facility designated by Distributor. 

 
A. FEATURE SOURCE MATERIALS AND THEATRICAL ELEMENTS: 

The Picture is to be photographed with a full frame at all times. Hard mattes will 
not be approved. For 35mm materials, reel 1AB shall not be longer than 1600 
feet in order to accommodate trailers.  

 
1. 35mm Materials: If the Picture has been shot on 35mm, or 35mm has 

subsequently been created, access shall be granted to the original 35mm 
picture negative of the Picture (without scratches or defects) fully cut, 
edited and assembled, complete with credits, main and end titles, and all 
descriptive rules and conforming to the approved answer print and 



 

negative and any other pre-print and video materials being held by the 
laboratory, as well as any Interpostive, Internegative and Optical 
Soundtracks negatives. If the original picture negative is a film out then 
it should be created on Estar stock. 

 
2. 2D Digital Intermediate Data Files (Resolution: 2K or higher): Access to 

one (1) set of all dpx log space data files which were used to create each 
final theatrical version of the Digital Cinema Package, Digital Original 
Negative, or Video Deliverable, to be archived on LTO tape, along with 
the original textless files, containing all background material (textless, 
i.e., without any superimposed lettering) of the main titles, insert titles, 
locales, and end titles of the picture and containing any and all final 
effects present in the titled DI files. 

 
*3. Digital Cinema Package (“DCP”): Delivery of one (1) complete DCI 

Compliant DCP on USB SCSI drive with all applicable image, 
uncompressed audio and subtitle files, which shall be created from the 
Digital Cinema Distribution Master. The DCP must be accompanied by a 
DKDM (Distribution Key). 

 
B. SOUND ELEMENTS: 

 
*1. 6 track (5.1) & 2-Track Printmaster Feature: One continuous (1) 6-track 

+ 2 track printmaster recorded as WAV or AIFF files on DVD or 
External Hard Drive with the following audio configuration: 1) left; 2) 
right; 3) center; 4) sub; 5) left surround; 6) right surround; 7) LT; 8) RT. 
The files should be in sync with the 23.98 HDCam SR feature video 
master. Other formats must be approved in writing by Distributor’s 
Feature Post Production Department. 

 
*2. Stereo DME Feature: One continuous (1) mono/stereo master with 

separate dialogue, music and effects tracks delivered as WAV or AIFF 
files on DVD or External Hard Drive. Record in the following format: 6-
track – 1) dialogue; 2) and 3) left/right stereo music; 4) and 5) left/right 
effects; 6) additional vocal effects and music (e.g., laughs, giggles, 
coughs, sneezes, burps, snorts, screams on screen, lyrics performed by 
cast, foreign dialogue, etc.). The files should be in sync with the 23.98 
HDCam SR feature video master. 

 
*3. 6 track (5.1) & 2-Track M&E Feature: One continuous (1) 6-track + 2 

track M&E recorded as WAV or AIFF files on DVD or External Hard 
Drive with the following audio configuration: 1) left; 2) right; 3) center; 
4) sub; 5) left surround; 6) right surround; 7) LT; 8) RT. This element 
must contain fully filled sound effects (including those recorded during 
photography and those added subsequently), Foley, and music, but minus 
the dialogue (for use in the preparation of foreign language synchronized 
versions). The files should be in sync with the 23.98 HDCam SR feature 
video master. Other formats must be approved in writing by Distributor’s 
Feature Post Production Department. 

   
 



 

*4. Stems: Delivery of separate (dialogue, music and sound effects) final 
mix “stem” masters with the audio configuration of 1) left; 2) right; 3) 
center; 4) sub; 5) left surround; 6) right surround, on DVD or External 
Hard Drive. 

 
*5. Music Masters Feature: Delivery of the entire musical score, licensed 

music, and any source material in their original full length form (whether 
or not the entire piece of music is included in the final version of the 
Picture) on a CD/DVD or External Hard Drive. Each cue must be 
delivered as its own separate file. 

6. 7.1 Audio Elements (if available): If the audio is produced in 7.1, the 
following elements must be delivered in addition to the 5.1 versions of 
these elements: 

a. 7.1 Printmaster 
b. 7.1 Dialogue, Music, and Effects Stems, and any other Stems which were 

created. 
c. 7.1 M&E Master 
d. 7.1 Optional Track 

 
7. Dolby MO disc: If available, access to one (1) 6 track & 2 track 

printmaster properly recorded and encoded by Dolby for use to create an 
optical soundtrack negative.  

 
C. VIDEO MASTERS: All video material is to be manufactured from the highest 

quality source available, such as Digital Intermediate files. All titles, credits and 
text inserts should fall within the safe title area but at no time fall outside of safe 
action. Any necessary windowboxing or letterboxing (for pan/scan) of title 
sequences must be approved in writing by Distributor’s Feature Post Production 
Department. All video masters are to have the color timing for HD REC (709) 
color profile and, when applicable, panning-and-scanning approval by the 
Director and/or Director of Photography.  

 
*1. HDCam SR 16x9 original aspect ratio: One (1) individually manufactured 

HDCam SR 16x9 version in the original aspect ratio (1.78, 1.85 and/or 
2.35). 1080p 23.98 preferred. Audio should be configured as follows: Track 
1) and 2) LT/RT mix; 3) and 4) M&E mix; tracks 5-10) 5.1 printmaster 
configured as 5) left; 6) right; 7) center; 8) sub; 9) left surround; 10) right 
surround. Textless main and end titles and any textless inserts should be 
added thirty (30) seconds after the end of program. Additional specs will be 
provided prior to delivery. 

 
2. HDCam SR 16x9 1.78: If the original aspect ratio is not 1.78, then one (1) 

individually manufactured HDCam SR 16x9 1.78 version is also required 
if available. 1080p 23.98 preferred. Audio should be configured as follows: 
Track 1) and 2) LT/RT mix; 3) and 4) M&E mix; tracks 5-10) 5.1 
printmaster configured as 5) left; 6) right; 7) center; 8) sub; 9) left 
surround; 10) right surround. Textless main and end titles and any textless 
inserts should be added thirty (30) seconds after the end of program. 
Additional specs will be provided prior to delivery. 



 

 
 

3. HDCam SR 16x9 1.33 pan and scan: If available, one (1) individually 
manufactured HDCam SR 16x9 1.33 pillar boxed version, pan and scanned 
from the original HD source. 1080p 23.98 preferred. Audio should be 
configured as follows: Track 1) and 2) LT/RT mix; 3) and 4) M&E mix; 
tracks 5-10) 5.1 printmaster configured as 5) left; 6) right; 7) center; 8) 
sub; 9) left surround; 10) right surround. Textless main and end titles and 
any textless inserts should be added thirty (30) seconds after the end of 
program. Additional specs will be provided prior to delivery. 

 
 

D. ADDITIONAL MATERIALS:  
 

*1. Combined dialogue action continuity and spotting list: Delivered for 
each version of the Picture and any trailers created for the Picture 
containing all spotted dialogue, narration, sound vocals, all opening titles 
and complete end credits appearing in the Picture, as well as cut-by-cut 
description of the action of the Picture in its final form, with time code 
(“TC”), showing TC in, TC out, and total duration of each line of 
dialogue. TC shall conform to final video master. If the Picture (or any 
part thereof) was recorded in a language other than English, the 
continuity list shall contain a literal translation, and one copy of the 
continuity list should also be delivered in its original language. 

 
2. DVD Bonus Features: All available DVD bonus features, including but 

not limited to, an approved “Making Of” program, deleted or alternate 
scenes, audio commentary, etc., shall be edited, mixed and delivered on 
an HD format with all necessary clearances. Delivery must be completed 
either electronically via FTP or on physical media (External Hard Drive). 
Any other formats must be approved in writing by Distributor’s Feature 
Post Production Department.  

 
  Delivery Format:   

• Video Codec: Apple ProRes 4444 
• Resolution: 1920x1080 
• Audio Codec: 24-bit Integer, 48.000 KHz PCM 
• Audio Configuration: 2.0+2.0+5.1+2.0 

o Ch 1 = Stereo English LT@ +12db 
o Ch 2 = Stereo English RT@ +12db 
o Ch 3 = Stereo M&E LT @ +20db (must be fully filled mix) 
o Ch 4 = Stereo M&E RT @ +20db (must be fully filled mix) 
o Ch 5 = Left Front @ +20db 
o Ch 6 = Right Front @ +20db 
o Ch 7 = Center @ +20db 
o Ch 8 = LFE @ +20db 
o Ch 9 = Left Surround @ +20db 
o Ch 10 = Right Surround @ +20db 
o Ch 11 = Stereo English LT @ +20db 
o Ch 12 = Stereo English RT @ +20db’ 



 

 

3.  Website: Access to all existing website files and online content available 
to Licensor with all necessary clearances for Distributor’s use.  

 
4. Closed Caption files: If available, must be in sync with final Picture. Files 

shall be delivered as 29.97 and 24p .cin, .scc, or .cap formats. 
 

5. Access to French language tracks and subtitling files, if and when available. 
 

6. Access to Neutral Spanish tracks and subtitling files, if and when available. 
 

E. PUBLICITY MATERIAL: 
 

*1. Still Photographs: Licensor shall deliver the following still photographs: 
 

(a) Color: Minimum 300 photos shall be provided as 300 dpi hi-res 
digital images (18-20 meg Tiff or similar file). All images must 
be approved for Distributor’s use in all media, worldwide, in 
perpetuity.  

 
(b) Special Photography: If available, all special photography taken 

in connection with or related to the Picture. All photos shall also 
be provided as 300 dpi hi-res digital images (18-20 meg Tiff or 
similar file).  

 
*2. Photo Identifications and Clearances: 

 
(a) Identifications: Each photograph shall contain notations or a 

separate written statement identifying the persons and subject 
matter depicted therein. 

 
(b) Clearances: Licensor shall deliver a statement indicating the 

parties who have the right to approve still photographs taken in 
connection with the Picture, including excerpts of the contractual 
requirements, and all necessary approvals shall have been 
obtained and delivered for each photograph delivered. 

 
(c)  Photographer credit: Each photograph shall be identified with 

photographer credit or applicable copyright credit.  
 

*3. Publicity Materials: 
 

(a) Written Press Materials: Digital files of written press materials, 
including short and long synopsis, biographies (cast, producers, 
directors, writers and key crew), production information, 
interviews with actors and other persons connected with the 
Picture, feature stories and news releases shall be provided in 
English. 

 
(b) Electronic Press Materials: All available electronic press 



 

materials, including interviews with the actors and other persons 
connected with the Picture, B-roll and other behind the scenes 
footage, shall be delivered on an HD format matching the 
delivery format of item II.D.2.  

 
(c) Other Materials: All other available publicity materials prepared 

in connection with the Picture, including publicity activity 
reports, tear sheets and television excerpts of interviews related 
to the Picture. 

 
 
*4. Advertising Materials: 

 
*(a) Key Art: The original artwork shall be delivered as a high-

resolution Photoshop layered file on disk. Other formats must be 
approved in writing by Distributor’s Feature Post Production 
Department. 

 
*(b) Billing Block: The final approved billing block in English in a 

Word document for posters, video packaging, paid advertising 
and trailers, approved by all parties (includes Distributor 
presentation credit), as well as high resolution digital files of all 
logos contractually required to be included. 

 
F. TRAILER ELEMENTS: All trailer video material is to be manufactured from 

the highest quality source available, such as Digital Intermediate files. All titles, 
credits and text inserts should fall within the safe title area but at no time fall 
outside of safe action. All Video Masters are to have the color timing for HD 
REC (709) color profile. Audio elements shall be delivered as separate WAV or 
AIFF files, with all applicable channels, if not embedded with the master Picture 
files. 
 
1. Trailer Texted Master: One (1) Texted Apple Pro Res 4444, 1920x1080, 

16x9 file, matching the feature original aspect ratio (1.78, 1.85 and/or 2.35) 
Audio configuration shall be as follows: 
• Audio Codec: 24-bit Integer, 48.000 KHz PCM 
• Audio Configuration: 2.0+2.0+5.1+2.0 

 
-Ch 1 = Stereo English LT@ +12db -Ch 2 = Stereo English RT@ +12db 
-Ch 3 = Stereo M&E LT @ +20db -Ch 4 = Stereo M&E RT @ +20db  
-Ch 5 = Left Front @ +20db  -Ch 6 = Right Front @ +20db 
-Ch 7 = Center @ +20db  -Ch 8 = LFE @ +20db 
-Ch 9 = Left Surround @ +20db -Ch 10 = Right Surround @ +20db 
-Ch 11 = Stereo English LT @ +20db -Ch 12 = Stereo English RT @ +20db 

 
2. Trailer Textless Master: One (1) Fully Textless Apple Pro Res 4444, 

1920x1080, 16x9 file, matching the feature original aspect ratio (1.78, 1.85 
and/or 2.35) Audio configuration shall be as follows: 
• Audio Codec: 24-bit Integer, 48.000 KHz PCM 
• Audio Configuration: NDME+5.1 

 



 

-Ch 1 = Stereo English LT@ +12db -Ch 2 = Stereo English RT@ +12db 
-Ch 3 = Stereo M&E LT @ +20db -Ch 4 = Stereo M&E RT @ +20db  
-Ch 5 = Left Front @ +20db  -Ch 6 = Right Front @ +20db 
-Ch 7 = Center @ +20db  -Ch 8 = LFE @ +20db 
-Ch 9 = Left Surround @ +20db -Ch 10 = Right Surround @ +20db 
-Ch 11 = Stereo English LT @ +20db -Ch 12 = Stereo English RT @ +20db 

 
III: LEGAL MATERIALS: All legal materials should be sent in English on CDs or 
electronically. 
 

A. MUSIC ITEMS: 
 

*1. Music Cue Sheet: The music cue sheet in the English language for the 
Picture, the trailer, and if applicable, Deleted Scenes, the “Making Of”, 
or other featurette delivered hereunder, incorporating all customary 
information, including without limitation the following: 

 
(a) Title of each music composition or cue; 

 
(b) Name(s) of the composer(s) and lyricist(s); 

 
(c) Name(s) of the publisher(s) or copyright proprietor(s) and 

performing rights society(ies) for each musical composition; 
 

(d) Description of type and length of each use (e.g., whether 
background instrumental, visual instrumental, visual vocal, 
background vocal, or otherwise); 

 
(e) Identification of the footage (along with the timing, type and 

usage) in respect of each musical composition/cue appearing in 
each reel of the final release version of the Picture or Extra, as 
applicable, numbered 1m1, 1m2, 2m1, 2m2, etc., with the first 
number being the reel number and the second number being the 
number of the cue on such reel; and 

 
(f) Name of artist/performer(s) and owner(s) or licensor(s) of master 

recording if non-score music cues. 
 

2. Music Contracts: All documentation (including session reports) 
regarding the acquisition and performance of all music and lyrics created 
and/or performed in connection with the Picture, trailer and if applicable, 
featurette, and the compliance with all applicable union and guild 
requirements, including without limitation all AFM contracts for union 
musicians whose performances were utilized in the score or on-camera, 
and SAG contracts for any singers hired through the guild whose 
performance is utilized in the score or on-camera. 

 
3. Music Licenses: If the Picture, trailer, and if applicable, featurette 

contains any master recordings or outside copyrighted materials, then a 
signed copy of the applicable master use and/or publishing 
synchronization/public performance licenses and any other necessary 



 

permissions in a form reasonably acceptable to Distributor. Such 
contracts, licenses and permissions must convey the right to use the 
music, lyrics or recordings, as applicable, in the Picture and, if 
applicable, the trailer in accordance with the rights granted to Distributor 
under the Agreement, without payment of any further compensation for 
the grant of such rights. 

 
*4. Out-Of-Context Music Clearance: A separate document indicating (a) 

any music in the Picture that has been cleared for out-of-context use 
(including use in trailers, television spots and DVD menus), and (b) any 
additional music not included in the Picture but that has been cleared for 
out-of-context use. 

 
B. CREDIT ITEMS: Licensor shall deliver the following items in the English 

language: 
 

*1. Titles: A list of the main and end title credits of the Picture as the list of 
credits appears exactly on the screen.  

 
*2. Paid Advertising Statement: A statement of the paid advertising 

requirements for the Picture, including a top sheet which indicates the 
exact placement, wording and size of each paid advertising credit. The 
statement shall also set forth obligations to accord credit in paperbacks, 
on sound recordings and in videocassette/DVD packages. The statement 
shall contain excerpts taken from the actual contracts with regard to (a) 
credit obligations, (b) name and/or likeness restrictions in connection 
with the advertising and/or publicity of the Picture, merchandising and 
promotional tie-ins, if any, (c) excluded ad tie-ins, if any, (d) artwork 
title tie-ins, if any, (e) likeness tie-ins, if any, and (f) other consultation 
rights, if any.  

 
3. Cast and Crew List: A list indicating the name, title, agent’s name, 

address, phone number and fax number for each key cast member and all 
technical personnel involved in the production of the Picture. 

 
4. Guild Approvals: If applicable: 

 
(a) Directors Guild Credit Approval: If the Picture was produced under 

the jurisdiction of the Directors Guild of America (“DGA”), a letter 
from the DGA approving the list of screen credits for the Picture 
submitted to the DGA pursuant to Article 8-201 of the DGA Basic 
Agreement. The following documents/information must also be 
provided: DGA Agreement signed by Production Co. (Basic, Low 
Budget, Modified, etc), Directors & DGA Crew DGA Deal Memos, 
Names & SS#’s of Director and DGA Crew, Loanout Corporation 
Names & Federal ID#’s, shooting location(s), principal photography 
date. 

 
(b) Writers Guild Credit Verification: If the Picture was produced under 

the jurisdiction of the Writers Guild of America (“WGA”), a copy of 
the Notice of Tentative Writing Credits submitted to the WGA and, 



 

if the writing credits were submitted to a WGA credit arbitration, a 
copy of a letter from the WGA setting forth the final writing credits 
as determined by the WGA Credits Committee. Notice of Final 
Writing Credits from WGA, WGA Agreement signed by Production 
Co. (Basic, Low Budget, Modified, etc), Names & SS#’s of WGA 
members, Loanout Corporation Names & Federal ID#’s, shooting 
location(s), principal photography date. 

 
(c) Screen Actors Guild (“SAG”): The following documents/information 

must also be provided if the Picture was produced under the 
jurisdiction of SAG: SAG Final Cast List (From payroll processor 
indicating amounts paid and days/hours worked), final credits, 
shooting location(s), principal photography date, SAG Player Time 
Sheets, SAG Player Contracts, SAG Agreement signed by 
Production Co. (Basic, Low Budget, Modified, etc). 

 
(d) Production Designer Credit Waiver: If the Picture was produced 

under the jurisdiction of the Society of Motion Picture and 
Television Art Directors Local 876 (“Art Directors Guild”) and 
producer desires to accord credit to the art director in the form 
“Production Designer”, a copy of a written waiver from the Art 
Directors Guild approving the use of such “Production Designer” 
credit. 
 

(e) IATSE: If the Picture was produced under the jurisdiction of IATSE, 
a copy of the Proration Application (if applicable). 

 
(f) Additional Waivers: Letters with regard to any additional waivers. 
 
(g) American Federation of Musicians (“AFM”): Any contracts with 

musicians that state residuals to be paid to AFM. 
 

C. E & O INSURANCE: Certificate of Insurance evidencing Licensor’s Errors and 
Omission coverage in accordance with the requirements set forth in the 
Agreement. Policy shall have limits of at least $3,000,000 with respect to one 
claim, $5,000,000 with respect to all claims in the aggregate, and a deductible no 
more than $10,000. Such certificate shall specifically state that title and music 
coverage are included in the policy. The certificate shall name as additional 
insureds Distributor, Netflix, Inc. and each of their respective parents, 
subsidiaries and all associated, affiliated and related entities, successors, 
licensees, sub-distributors, sub-licensees and assigns, and the officers, directors, 
shareholders, attorneys, agents and employees of each of the foregoing, and any 
other parties as designated by Distributor. 

 
D. DOCUMENTS: 

 
1. Chain-of-Title Documents: 

 
*(a) Underlying Rights Documents: One (1) copy of all contracts 

pertaining to the acquisition of the literary and/or screenplay 
material upon which the Picture is based, including but not 



 

limited to assignments, licenses, consents and releases pertaining 
to all works of authorship and rights under copyright, trademark 
and other property or third party rights purchased and/or licensed 
for use in connection with the Picture. 

 
(b) Copyright and Title Reports: One (1) current (no more than 

thirty (30) days old) copyright research report showing that 
Licensor has good clear title to the Picture and all underlying 
rights. One (1) current title research report showing that the title 
of the Picture is available for use without infringing any other 
person or entity’s rights. Distributor shall have the right to obtain 
such reports and the costs shall be recouped by Distributor as 
distribution expenses.  

 
(c) Form PA/COs: If filed, one (1) copy of the Certificate of 

Registration on Form PA, Form Co or Form eCO for the 
screenplay and for the Picture, which shall evidence registration 
in the name of the copyright holder issued by the United States 
Copyright Office (“USCO”). In connection with the foregoing 
copyright registrations, if the Copyright Registration Certificate 
has not yet been received from the Library of Congress, then 
Licensor shall deliver a copy of the application (e.g. Form PA), 
along with a copy of the cover letter and check that accompanied 
the application, and shall deliver the Copyright Registration 
Certificate when received from the Library of Congress. If no 
filings have been made with the USCO, then Distributor shall 
have the right to effect such filing and the following information 
shall be delivered to Distributor: (1) Copyright holder(s) name 
and address, and the email address and phone number of 
copyright holder(s), (2) month and year that the Picture was 
completed, (3) date, month, year and country in which the 
Picture was first published, (4) name, birth year and country of 
citizenship of the author of the screenplay. 

 
2. Literary Materials: One (1) copy of all material upon which the Picture 

was based, including but not limited to the story and final shooting script. 
 

3. MPAA Documentation: At any time prior to or after the Effective Date, 
if the Picture has been rated by or registered with the Motion Picture 
Association of America, Inc. (“MPAA”) or any foreign ratings board in 
the Licensed Territory (if applicable), please notify Distributor 
immediately and deliver the following documents. Otherwise, MPAA 
registration is not a requirement hereunder. 

 
(a) Rating Certificate: If applicable, a Certificate issued by the 

MPAA and such foreign ratings board evidencing a rating from 
such organization no more restrictive than “R” (or the foreign 
equivalent), and a written acknowledgment from the MPAA that 
all of its charges in connection with the Picture have been paid. 

 
(b) Title Registration: If applicable, copies of any documents 



 

evidencing that the title of the Picture has been registered under 
the rules of the MPAA Title Registration Bureau and that 
pursuant to such registration procedures, Licensor has the 
unrestricted right to use the title of the Picture. 

 
4. Certificate of Origin Data Sheet: The information requested in Schedule 

2 attached hereto, signed and notarized, for the purpose of obtaining a 
Certificate of Origin for the Picture. 

 
5. Certificates of Authorship: Such certificate shall be notarized, 

confirming that the screenplay has been written as a work-for-hire from 
Licensor (or its predecessor in title) signed by the authors of the 
screenplay. 

 
6. 2257 and 2257A Regulations: With respect to each Picture that includes 

any depiction of simulated sexually explicit conduct: 
 

(a) a copy of the certification to the U.S. Attorney General under 18 
U.S.C §2257A(h) in the form required by 28 C.F.R. §75.9 (a 
“Certification”) applicable to the Picture from the certifying 
producer of the Picture; and 

 
(b) with respect to each performer (including minor performers) in 

the Picture, identifiable information for each such performer 
(including the performer’s name, addresses and date of birth).  

 
E. RESTRICTIONS: If applicable: 

 
1. A written statement of all dubbing and subtitling restrictions, including 

in contracts of cast members relating to replacement of any player’s 
voice and the dubbing of dialogue in a language other than the language 
in which the Picture was originally recorded. 

 
*2. A written statement of all restrictions in contracts of cast, director, crew 

members and music performers relating to the use of their names and 
likenesses. 

 
*3. A written statement of all restrictions/entitlements in contracts of cast, 

director, crewmembers and music performers relating to publicity 
(including any lodging, travel and accommodation provisions). 

 
4. A written statement of contractual rights granted to any party to 

supervise or otherwise participate in the foreign dubbing and translations 
of the Picture, the video formatting, or other post-production or editing 
expenses. 

 
F. OTHER AGREEMENTS: 

 
1. Copies of all other agreements and documents relating to the Picture, 

including, but not limited to, the following: 
 



 

(a) Agreements with cast, talent and personnel including screen 
writer(s), authors (or other owners of underlying material), 
director, producer, cinematographer(s), music composer(s), 
principal cast members and all other cast members, talent and 
personnel who are afforded credit on-screen in the main and end 
titles and the billing block. The foregoing should include access 
to such persons’ addresses and phone numbers and/or the names, 
addresses and phone numbers of their agents. 

 
(b) Releases from all persons identified by name or likeness in the 

Picture who do not have signed contracts. 
 

*(c) All licenses, assignments, releases and other written instruments 
regarding the rights in any material used in the Picture including 
but not limited to stock footage, audio and/or visual clips, brand 
names, logos, product placement and works of art, all of which 
shall provide for all media and territories necessary to effect the 
terms of the Agreement. With respect to product placement, a 
letter, signed by Licensor, setting forth all product placement 
arrangements entered into in connection with the Picture and the 
consideration provided by both the supplier (e.g., payment, free 
or discounted product) and the production (e.g., visible display 
of labels, verbal mention of brand, etc.). For any non-monetary 
consideration received from suppliers, Licensor shall provide an 
estimate of the value of such consideration (in U.S. Dollars). The 
letter shall be accompanied by available substantiating 
documentation (e.g., written agreements, confirmation letters) as 
well as a listing of the footage notations determined on the same 
basis as the combined dialogue action continuity and spotting list 
at which all such product placements are seen or heard. 

 
(d) License agreement for use of Dolby sound or Ultra Stereo sound, 

if applicable. 
 

G. RESIDUALS: Summary of payment obligations to guilds (including but not 
limited to any actors, writers, directors and/or musicians guilds) with regard to 
residual obligations and any other payment obligations relating to the rights 
granted under the Agreement in the Licensed Territory during the License Period. 

 
H. CAVCO/CRTC CERTIFICATES: If applicable, copies of the above, or proof 

of application until certificates are received. 
 

I. NEGATIVE COST STATEMENT: A statement of the final negative cost of 
the Picture, certified by the employee principally responsible for the preparation 
thereof. 

 
*J. LICENSOR W-[9][8BEN] AND/OR FEDERAL ID#: Must be provided. 

 
 



 

SCHEDULE 1 
 
(Date) 
 
(Laboratory) 
 
Re: “         ” – Laboratory Access Letter 
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
You hereby acknowledge that you are holding on deposit in the name of the undersigned 
(“Licensor”) at the laboratory certain negative and pre-print materials, including without 
limitation the items listed in Schedule A attached hereto (“Materials”) with respect to the motion 
picture currently entitled “          ” (the “Picture”) and any trailers thereof. You further 
acknowledge that the Materials are of standard commercial quality and suitable for making 
duplicating materials from which commercially acceptable release prints of the Picture can be 
manufactured, including dubbed and subtitled versions thereof. 
 
Licensor has granted to DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTOR LLC  (“Distributor”) certain distribution 
and other rights in the Picture. Accordingly, you are hereby instructed, authorized and directed to 
provide access to the Materials to Distributor and to honor all orders for Materials of Distributor 
and its successors, assigns and licensees with respect to such Materials. 
 
All laboratory services and materials ordered by Distributor or its successors, assigns and 
licensees with respect to the Picture shall be at the sole cost and expense of the party ordering it. 
You agree to look solely to such party for payment of such charges. All laboratory services and 
materials ordered by Licensor (including all items Licensor is required to deliver to Distributor 
under the agreement with Distributor) shall be at Licensor’s sole cost and expense. You agree to 
look solely to Licensor for payment of such charge. 
 
You agree not to assert any claim or any lien at common law or under any statute or otherwise 
against Distributor or its successors, assigns or licensees or against any materials relating to the 
Picture by reason of any unpaid charges incurred by any other party. 
 
You will not refuse to honor any of the orders of Distributor or its successors, assigns or licensees 
by reason of any unpaid charges incurred by any other party. 
 
None of the Materials shall be removed from your possession without the written consent of 
Distributor and Licensor. However, the Materials shall be sent to another laboratory upon 
Distributor’s request for periods of sixty (60) days, subject to the rights of other access holders. 
 
The instructions, authorizations and directions herein in favor of Distributor are being relied on 
by Distributor and are coupled with an interest and may not be revoked, rescinded or in any way 
modified without the written consent of Distributor. 



 

 
Please confirm by signing in the space provided below that you agree to fill all orders from 
Distributor or Licensor, as the case may be, in accordance with the terms and provisions set forth 
herein. 
 
[LICENSOR] 
 
By: ________________________________  
Name: 
Title: 
 
ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED TO: 
 
[LABORATORY] 
 
 
 
By: ________________________________  
Name: 
Title: 



 

Schedule A to Laboratory Access Letter 
 
[Please list Materials held in lab.] 
 
1. 



 

SCHEDULE 2 
 

CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN 
 

I, _____________________, President of ______________ (“__________”), whose principal 
place of business is at __ ________________________________, do solemnly and sincerely 
declare 
 

1. _______________ carries on business as a producer of cinematographic films. 
 

2. I am well acquainted with the motion picture known as “______________” and in 
particular with the financing, pre-production, production and post-production thereof. 

 
3. I am able, from my own knowledge, to make the statements as to facts contained in 

“Exhibit 1” annexed to this Certificate of Origin. 
 

4. DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTOR LLC  is ______________’s appointed distributor for the 
United States of America and [Canada] and [their respective] [its] territories, possessions 
and commonwealths, the Caribbean basin, the Bahamas and Bermuda. 

 
I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true. 
 
Name: _________________________________ 
 
Title: __________________________________ 
 
Company: ______________________________ 
 
Date: __________________ 

 
Then personally appeared before me the above, ___________[President’s Name], being known to 
me as the person named as the President of _______________ [Company Name], and 
acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be the act and deed of ________[President’s Name], 
and that he or she delivered the same such. 
 
Witness my hand and seal this _____ day of __________, ________ 
 
SIGNED: ……………………………………………………… 
 
____________________ Notary Public 
My Commission Expires: __________________ 



 

EXHIBIT 1 
 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN DATA SHEET 
 
Title:  
 
Spanish Translation (if applicable): 
 
Producer(s): 
 
Production Company: 
 
Director(s): 
 
Cast: 
 
Screenplay Writer: 
 
Language of Original Version: 
 
Country of Origin (if claiming 
a certain nationality for the picture): 
 
Location(s) of Principal Photography: 
 
Year Principal Photography Completed: 
 
Location of Editing: 
 
Copyright Holder: 
 
Financiers: 
 
Running Time in Minutes: 
 
Length of Film in Feet: 
 
Number of Reels: 
 
Film Ratio: 
 
Shooting Format: 
 
Sound Format: 
 
MPAA Code Classification: 
 
Foreign Rating Classification(s): 
 


